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Welcome to Unit 5 of the Lingua+ Online Teacher Training 
Course! 

INTRODUCTION and AIMS:

Civic competences are one of the 8
Key Competences for Lifelong Learning
proposed by the European
Commission.

In this Unit we will explain and suggest
to you some ways on how to promote
civic competences to migrants.

LEARNING OUTCOMES:

On successful completion of  this 
training, you will be able to:

 Define the civic competences;

 Understand their importance
for migrants’ inclusion;

 Utilize civic competences
concept in your language
teaching practice.

UNIT 1

UNIT 2

UNIT 3

UNIT 4

UNIT 5

http://www.linguaplusproject.eu/files/UNIT-3-Astofan-IS_Lingua-.pdf
http://www.linguaplusproject.eu/files/UNIT-4-Pelican-CZ_Lingua-.pdf




UNIT 5

Civil competences equip individuals to fully participate in civic 
life, based on knowledge of social and political concepts and 

structures and a commitment to active and democratic 
participation.
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UNIT 5

They are a combination of the knowledge, skills, attitudes and 
values which enable people to act successfully in civil society 

and everyday life based on democratic values.
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They are based on concepts such as democracy, justice, 
equality, citizenship and civil rights which are core concepts 

expressed in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union.
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Skills for civic competences relate to the ability to engage 
effectively with others in the public domain, and to display 

solidarity and interest in solving problems affecting the local 
and wider community.
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You may visit the links below to access 

a) the original EU Recommendation document and 

b) an online toolbox that is committed to develop better learning spaces for 
civic competences and empowerment.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32006H0962

http://competendo.net/en/Main_Page 
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Civic education plays a crucial role in:

 fostering the social and cultural
integration of people from a
migrant background;

 promoting tolerance between
cultures.
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Migrants by acquiring civic
competences they will acquire a set of
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values
that will enable them to actively
participate in the society they
currently live in and follow its
democratic principles.
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Broaden the understanding of civic competence base on 
the principles of active solidarity and mutual 

understanding of the cultural diversities that constitute 
Europe’s originality and richness in order to enhance 
respect for human rights, democracy and the rule of 

law.
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The development of civic competences plays a 
preeminent role in the development of a 

resilient community that upholds the values of 
non-violence, liberty, democracy, rule of law, 

respect for human rights and tolerance.
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The classroom is a perfect microcosm of society and you
should give your students the opportunity to prepare for
their role as citizens of the country they live in.

How?

 Equipping learners with knowledge, skills and
understanding of what civic competences constitute

 Developing certain attitudes and behaviors that will allow
migrants to be active participants in the social-cultural
and political life of their communities.
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Students should be encouraged to talk and 
engage in activities tailored around civic 

skills and competences to enable students to 
master not only civic competences but also 
to develop their skills in speaking, reading, 

and writing. 
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Create a holistic approach for migrant learners to 
understand and claim their rights, as well as a 

climate of sharing and solidarity in and out of the 
classroom. 
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Introducing civic competences in the process 
of learning the host country’s language can 

be seen as an investment in the future. 

For immigrants, this particular language 
acquisition gives them a start and a sense of 
belonging. For society, the return is greater 

because immigrants will become better-
equipped citizens, capable of contributing to 

society.
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Finding adequate and innovative methods to teach languages
to immigrant adults is at the heart of the project Lingua+. One
of these innovative methods is the project’s Learning Paths
(LPs).

We have selected 2 of these LPs that you could use to promote
civic competences along with language learning in your
classrooms.

 LP8 Using it in language learning: digital storytelling

 LP10 Open learning environment: I learn inside and outside
the school 16
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LP8 Using it in language learning: digital storytelling

 Ask the migrant learners to take a short video based on
selected general topics that you should indicate such as
participation, civil rights, responsibility, autonomy etc.

 They are free to relate their videos to experiences they had in
their country of origin and/or to experiences they had in the
host country.

 A useful tip is to indicate them to engage with local sites (e.g.
standing outside the House of Representatives while talking
about how they experience democracy in host country) in this
videoing experience.
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LP10 Open learning environment: I learn inside and outside
the school

 Ask the participants to gather information in the host-language
about the main executive bodies of the community they live in
and their most important roles and responsibilities, e.g.
municipality, mayor, youth council.

 Correlate these executive bodies with more abstract ideas
pertaining to civic engagement such as democracy, citizenship,
participation etc.

 A follow-up of this activity could be to learn about state-wide
bodies of governance as well as European-wide political bodies,
instruments and concepts. 18
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Other activities

 Role play

All students will be assigned different roles and portray
the members of a community council.
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Other activities

 When abroad becomes home

Create some learning plans with themes that are of
interest to the everyday lives of your students (shopping
in the super market, paying bills, enrolling a child to the
school etc.).
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Other activities

 Simulation of a voting campaign and experience.

Basic non-party political information on voting could be
provided in a fun and interactive way stressing out the
importance of active participation and civic opinion.

 Activities from Compass, the manual for Human Rights
Education with Young People

“To vote or not to vote”

“A mosque in Sleepyville”

“Fighters for Rights”
21
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You have now completed Unit 5. Here is a summary of the
basic points:

 Civic education fosters the social and cultural
integration of people from a migrant background and
promotes tolerance between cultures.

 In classroom you can adapt the Lingua+ LPs in order to
teach language and civic skills to migrant learners.

 For immigrants, this particular language acquisition
gives them a sense of belonging. For society, the return
is greater because immigrants will become better-
equipped citizens, capable of contributing to society.
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Resources

• Civic competences’ tools for facilitators
http://competendo.net/en/Civic_Competences

• An assessment tool for social and civic competences developed by the
Erasmus+ project KA2 “Digital, social and Civic Competences Development
for Adult Educators working with Migrants and Refugees ”
http://www.disoci.eu/node/273

• The report “Designing civic education for diverse societies” examines the
evolution of civic education in five countries—Denmark, France, Germany,
Sweden, and the United Kingdom—and highlights the goals and
pedagogical choices inherent to different approaches. You can download it
from this link https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/designing-civic-
education-diverse-societies-models-tradeoffs-and-outcomes
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Assignment

• Suppose you have decided to teach your students a set of
words related to civic competences. Which ones would you
select and why?

• Try to create a lesson plan with step by step guidelines to
teach civic competences and language elements
(words/phrases) to a group of students from Cameroon.
Which one would be your first step? Which method would you
use? What kind of material would you need?
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Test the knowledge you have gained by answering the
questions on the following slides.
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UNIT 5 - SELF-ASSESSMENT QUIZZES

Civic education plays a crucial role on the following except one:1

 Promoting tolerance between cultures.

 Fostering the social and cultural integration of people from a migrant background

 Helping in developing healty relationships within families



2

False
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Civic competences are among the Key Competences for Lifelong Learning

True
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Which of the following is not part of the Civic competences ‘ combination?3

 Attitudes

 Values

 Knowledge

 Skills

 Social and political concets
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True
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Civic competences are based on concepts such as democracy, 
justice, equality, citizenship and civil rights which are core 
concepts expressed in the Bible.

False
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What will civic competences not enable migrants to achieve?5

 To actively participate in the society they currently live in

 To follow the host society‘s democratic principles

 To find a job
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False
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Skills for civic competences relate to the ability to engage 
effectively with others in the public domain. 

True
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That’s the correct answer
Well Done!

Go to the next question
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Sorry
Wrong Answer!

Please try again
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Sorry
Wrong Answer!

Please try again
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That’s the correct answer
Well Done!

Go to the next question
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Please try again
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That’s the correct answer
Well Done!

Go to the next question
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Sorry
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Sorry
Wrong Answer!
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Sorry
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That’s the correct answer
Well Done!

Go to the next question
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Sorry
Wrong Answer!

Please try again
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That’s the correct answer
Well Done!

Go to the next question
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Sorry
Wrong Answer!

Please try again
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Sorry
Wrong Answer!

Please try again
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That’s the correct answer
Well Done!
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Sorry
Wrong Answer!

Please try again
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